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"One who was there" Andy, We write this review from the perspective as "One who was right now
there". He didn't get rid of his compassion or his desire to avert upcoming tragedies.Brother you
strike a Grand Slam House Run! When I initial got your publication I jumped to the chapters of the
incidents I was directly involved in and you captured the very essence of both tragedies with
unbelievable clarity. After a little teasing from you :-) I began reading from page one.World events
since 1994 possess produced his example more essential. You skillfully had taken your investigative
teaching and put them to work. Brown devotes half of his text message to the one. You also
brought out how key Command Authority were in a position to intercede and have an impact with
both of these but THEY didn't work in a decisive way but rather THEY produced excuses for them.
The way he weaved two different incidents, alternating them chronologically by chapters, is normally
a literary work of art. I think any normal person reading your book would come to the same
conclusions. These guys must have been stopped a long time before these tragedies occurred. I
must admit when I was reading your publication I wasn't sure how I would react. I knew it would
talk about some old memories and emotions. I really do hope that Mr. This book exceeded my
objectives."Unheeded" Well detailed explanation of army bureaucracy.Most importantly you
concluded with letting your visitors know that there is methods to deal with grief, that life must
continue (and can) and how you decide to cope with the grief will reflect how you will live the others
of your life. Thoughtful look at mass shootings by a person who ended one Perfectly written
account of two tragedies that didn't have to happen.My Friend continue steadily to "Aim High"
nothing else can do. There are sheep canines like the author who have managed to get an
occupation, and swore an oath to protect all sheep, even at the risk of their personal lives.Yes, the
publication is personal, yet remarkably objective, and easy to go through—hard to place down.!
Bravo!Kevin Schindler and MWD Basco92nd SPS FAFB The overwhelming most people are good
individuals who go about their lives I purchased this book based on the review by Massad Ayoob
on his blog. I was already familiar with the story of the author's heroism in safeguarding people from
the mass murderer at Fairchild AFB from the regular column of Mr. Ayoob released in American
Handgunner magazine. It raised memories from the depths of my soul to the idea of tears.There
exists a well known analogy utilized by people who reveal violence, that of the sheep, the wolves,
and the sheep dogs. The overwhelming most people are good people who start their lives, who rely
because of their support and that of their dependents upon their very own attempts, and represent
no danger with their fellow citizens. Title tells it all. Most sheep are not prepared to deal with a
significant confrontation with a wolf. Finally there will be the sheep dogs, those who are prepared to
confront wolves. :-) The autographed copy of your publication I received from you right now sits in
it's place of honor with those medals received so many years ago. There are certainly others for
whom being a sheep dog isn't a profession, but still a way of life. He told me, and wrote in another
of his many stories of Air Push flying events, that 1 day he noticed Lt. They choose not to end up
being victims, and prepare themselves accordingly.Mr. Dark brown took his duties as a sheep pet
significantly, and took his personal time and money to prepare himself beyond what was expected
of him by the Atmosphere Force. I have to confess that I did not remember this tragedy as points
were hectic in my own life at the time, and yes it was around the time of the Nicole Brown Ron
Goldman murders and within Southern California it dominated our news. Folks are alive because of
him, and Mr. Dark brown provides valuable lessons in this book for those who prefer to get sheep
dogs. It was then I started to understand and value the title of your reserve "Warnings Unheeded".
Great publication! I was generally there at the funeral assisting with the eulogy of my dear friend
who was simply the Chief Medical Officer of the Mental Health Clinic at Fairchild. Mr. I really like how
you choreographed the annals of Dean Mellberg and Bud Holland together to demonstrate how



their dangerous behaviors developed, had been nurtured and permitted to manifest into
tragedy.Several other reviewers possess commented on how well written the publication is. I began
reading the book before these evaluations were submitted, and I was struck by a similar thing. One
reviewer stated it was well written for a first book. It did actually do just that. Father stated it "scared
him to loss of life. and easy to go through—hard to put down After reading this book, I am struggling
to think of a more appropriate title after that “Warnings Unheeded.”More impressive, is the
meticulous detail Andy took to guarantee the final item is thorough and accurate.We also greatly
appreciated how you remained goal without demonizing Mellberg or Holland and you allowed the
reader to come quickly to their own conclusion that both of them were uncontrollable and they were
inexcusably allowed to continue their dangerous behavior. DONE WELL! Andy writes as if this has
always been his specific niche market’ in life.In all honesty, the subject matter was a tad tough for
me personally. Dean Mellberg was a customer of ours in Sociable Actions, First Sergeant Jones an
excellent friend, and Col Wolff was our immediate reporting official. However, I walk away from this
“collected work” an improved person since it was un-expectantly therapeutic in nature for me
personally. And, no one would have blamed him got this book taken a punitive placement against
the violent and deeply disturbed perpetrator.Andy’s dedication to research every detail provided me
“items of the puzzle” I never had. Instead, he chose to be fair and balanced through the entire most
the book—merely providing the unadulterated information. We was there. To become more accurate,
Andy was the just person, completely prepared, to have halted him. It really is as if the Lord outfitted
him to save countless lives that June time in 1994.We, and my family, are forever grateful to Andy
for his heroic activities that day and for this wonderful piece of literature. There are the wolves, who
can be found by preying upon the sheep. Just minutes following the funeral, we saw the B-52 drop
out from the sky.. Your publication spoke to me loudly that I am indebted to you for. Would have
liked to have observed a picture of Mellberg and his family members. Good read Accurate MY
DAD, Col. Francis H. I was with his fantastic wife and both of us saw the B-52 flying at almost
vertical angles as we were driving to Fairchild to help along with his personal possessions in his
workplace. Also was a squadron commander and deputy base commander at Fairchild. In pension
he volunteered at the bottom pharmacy. These are people who have considered the awful
consequences that violent criminal attackers can have on them and those they like. Col. Holland
practicing his B-52 stunt flying. Dark brown will continue writing." Dad recounted viewing Lt. The
author skillfully sets out the missed or ignored indicators that culminated in multiple deaths. Holland in
the bottom Exchange and telling Holland of his worries about this dangerous B-52 flying. Father
stated he was essentially overlooked. "Warnings Unheeded" comes after what Dad had to state -
and wrote about - 100%. As a flight cosmetic surgeon, I rushed to the flight line and er but there
was nothing that may be done.] This book is thorough and easy to read. The "incidents" and the
failures of commanders is well documented and, you can wish, shall be taken to heart by
upcoming military officers. Should be required reading at the Air flow Drive Academy, all Academys.
And as one who performed federal police for 21 years, the shot stopping the killing - under such
duress - was phenomenally done well! Well written and well done! Unexpected Frankly I thought I
was buying a book about the 1994 B-52 crash at Fairchild AFB, but I got more than I expected.
This is an extraordinary, well researched, and well accounts of two tragedies, by not only a witness,
but a theory participant. Regardless of the writer’s immediate involvement the account seems
extraordinarily goal. I highly recommend this book. Real Tragedy I’m a 22 year Air Force veteran
and this story brings back some terrible information from Fairchild AFB. Written by the hero of the
shooting tragedy managed to get very real. It's uncommon to see a first person account which has
such depth. The recruitment of criminals and the psychologically unbalanced by terrorists to start



random violent episodes against the innocent means sheep canines are needed as part of your.
Readable.Andy, We stood shoulder to shoulder with you then and I proudly can say I'll still stand
shoulder to shoulder with you today. Col. Great book! Scanning this publication and viewing how
preventable these twin tragedies were, I became angry that it was a foreseeable problem and due
to neglect of following suggestions lives had been snuffed out. I was involved with both the Hospital
Shooting and the B-52 crash that I received Commendation medals for both. An extraordinary
reserve.As I impartially navigate my way through these web pages, I could not help but believe both
of these were destined to meet... Thank you for writing this book.As the publication details, another
tragedy followed four times afterwards at Fairchild AFB. Potter, was a B-52 command instructor
pilot and stand board [check] pilot at Fairchild Atmosphere Force Foundation in the 1960's.. [Dad's
tale about flying accidents could be found on series under his name. Both of these tradgrdies could
have been avoided if the warnings were headed. Stunning check out the loss of life. That work paid
off when those abilities were needed. The writer is normally brutally honest about his own struggles
after he became a hero. This publication was very well written and beneficial, didn't want to place it
down.
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